
What does the ellipse locatWhat does the ellipse located on all Stacks doed on all Stacks do??

The ellipse is the More Menu that allows you to copy the Stack to a different Category, add the items
to a different Stack, delete a Stack, preview, or more.

1. W1. Working Catorking Categoregoryy

PreviewPreview - view the customized web page that your customer sees when the public link is shared with
them.

SendSend - allows you to add contacts to the email and copy the public link to share with your customers/
prospects.

MoMovve te to Sao Savved Stacks...ed Stacks... - moves the Stack to the Saved Category which allows you to resend the Stack
multiple times.

AAdd These Itdd These Items Tems To...o... - all of the Pages/Items within the Stack are added to a different Stack. The
items will stay in original Stack.

DeletDelete Stacke Stack - the Stack will be deleted and moved to the Trash Category for a few weeks.

2. Sa2. Savved Cated Categoregoryy

PreviewPreview - view the customized web page that your customer sees when the public link is shared with
them.
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SendSend - allows you to add contacts to the email and copy the public link to share with your customers/
prospects.

AAdd These Itdd These Items Tems To...o... - all of the Pages/Items within the Stack are added to a different Stack. The
items will stay in original Stack.

CCopopy Ty To Wo Workingorking - makes a copy of the Stack and adds it to the Working Category for modifications to
be made and sent to a customer.

DeletDelete Stacke Stack - the Stack will be deleted and moved to the Trash Category for a few weeks.

3. Shared w3. Shared w/Me/Me

SendSend - allows you to add contacts to the email and copy the public link to share with your customers/
prospects.

CCopopy ty to Sao Savved Stacks...ed Stacks... - makes a copy of the Stack and saves it to the Saved Category which allows you
to resend the Stack multiple times, make modifications to the Shared Stack, and keep it even if the
Admin deletes the Stack.

CCopopy Ty To Wo Workingorking - makes a copy of the Stack and adds it to the Working Category for modifications to
be made and sent to a customer.

AAdd These Itdd These Items Tems To...o... - all of the Pages/Items within the Stack are added to a different Stack. The
items will stay in original Stack.
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4. Sent Cat4. Sent Categoregoryy

PreviewPreview - view the customized web page that your customer sees when the public link is shared with
them.

AActivityctivity - see if someone has opened the link to view the content and which contacts were sent the
Stack.

SendSend - allows you to add contacts to the email and copy the public link to share with your customers/
prospects.

AAdd tdd to Sao Savved Stacks...ed Stacks... - makes a copy of the Stack and saves it to the Saved Category which allows you
to resend the Stack multiple times, make modifications to the Shared Stack, and keep it even if the
Admin deletes the Stack.

AAdd These Itdd These Items Tems To...o... - all of the Pages/Items within the Stack are added to a different Stack. The
items will stay in original Stack.

CCopopy Ty To Wo Workingorking - makes a copy of the Stack and adds it to the Working Category for modifications to
be made and sent to a customer.

DeletDelete Stacke Stack - the Stack will be deleted and moved to the Trash Category for a few weeks.
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5. T5. Trash Catrash Categoregoryy

RestRestore Stackore Stack - restores the Stack to the Category it was within before being deleted.

PPermanently Deletermanently Deletee - permanently delete the Stack.
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